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Introduction
Lunar surface composition consists predominantly of oxidized minerals,
containing 41-45% oxygen by mass. This oxygen can be separated from the base
metals and metalloids by melting the regolith then subjecting it to an electrolysis
process. MRE is a front runner for near-future Lunar electrolysis technologies,
ideal for both early subscale testing and future full-scale operations for its
scalability, simplicity, and lack of consumables.

Honeybee Robotics has developed a Molten Regolith Electrolysis (MRE) system
simulating Lunar ISRU production of oxygen using simulated concentrated solar
energy as a melt pool starter, then using electrical heating to sustain it. This
system allows for rapid testing of new designs for components such as
electrodes, sensors, volatile control mechanisms, and fresh regolith delivery
systems. The test bed also allows for process parameter development such as
reactor pressure, melt pool temperature, and applied voltage.

Results from preliminary experiments on pressure, electrode orientation, and
voltage variance are shown below. Future work and parallel efforts to design
technology upstream and downstream of the MRE process.

MRE Testbed
Honeybee has developed an MRE testbed to develop various related
technology and determine optimal process parameters. The testbed (left)
simulates a Fresnel lens melting system on the Lunar surface. It uses a
vacuum chamber with a 15cm fused quartz window, a bed of regolith
simulant, an 8kW xenon arc lamp, platinum plated niobium electrodes,
sensors, and electrical ground support equipment.

The xenon short-arc lamp produces a similar power spectral density to the
Sun, simulating the use of concentrated solar rays as an in-situ power source
for regolith heating. It requires a booster/igniter circuit to reach the
thousands of volts to start the lamp then lower voltage to sustain it.

The vacuum chamber consists of a 6” diameter stainless-steel container to
hold simulant, 1/4” thick sacrificial glass and fused quartz viewport (bottom
right), in addition to various sensors and feedthroughs. The chamber is
currently run at low vacuum (10 Torr to 1 mTorr) to test edge cases, but
pressure parameters can vary between STP and vacuum. Eye and pressure
vessel safety equipment were nontrivial in this effort due to vacuum, bulb
over-pressurization, light reflection from the surface, and heat.

Future Work
The Honeybee team has developed a flight forward MRE reactor for potential future
integration into a NASA CLPS technology demonstration mission. This mission would be a
single batch process, using a PlanetVac or equivalent sampler to fill the reactor with regolith,
keeping pressures low with a vent valve, melting the regolith using a deployable Fresnel lens
kept shuttered until use, and conducting a single-shot electrolysis process using a battery.

The tech demo would raise the technology readiness level of the electrodes and thin Fresnel
lens, prove the utility of MRE in the Lunar environment, help with process parameter
assessment, and give valuable scientific data on molten regolith behavior in microgravity.

Far future work includes using MRE as a production method for oxygen as well as base
metals, silicon, and rare earth metals.

Honey Bubbler Excitation Experiment (H-BEE)
The introduction and mixing of granular regolith into molten regolith is a focus of interest regarding future Lunar surface oxygen
production. The interactions of granular regolith and viscous molten regolith dynamically melting is largely undocumented. Experimentally,
honey at room temperature exhibits similar viscosity to molten regolith simulant at temperatures over 1200°C. Cooling or heating the
honey enables simulation of a wide range of molten regolith viscosities.

Honeybee has developed H-BEE to simulate granular/molten material interactions in a safer, lower-cost environment. H-BEE uses
temperature-controlled honey, an air pump to produce bubbles, and accepts several different regolith simulant feed systems. This allows
Honeybee to rapidly test gap areas in the technology such as electrode shape and gas/viscous material/simulant interaction. Honeybee has
developed several granular material addition technologies that can work under continuous operation, steadily metering small amounts of
regolith into a melt pool at intervals to adjust the oxide composition of the melt as oxygen is removed.

Test Results Regolith Delivery System (RDS)
For all Lunar oxygen production technologies, granular
conveyance is an issue. The RDS assembly consists of a
rotary-percussive subassembly, a regolith hopper
subassembly and associated mounting hardware. The
rotary-percussive subassembly has a follower “finger”
(orange, Left) preloaded onto the outlet of the hopper via
a torsion spring. A 4-peak cam (red) is driven by a
variable speed-controlled motor to adjust the frequency
of impulse imparted onto the hopper subassembly
through the follower finger. A spring-loaded plunger is
radially constrained via ball detents on the interface of
the plunger OD and hopper ID. The plunger contains a
through-hole with a pin to support the spring in its
maximum compression.

The design includes a ceramic tube bonded to an NPT
fitting (right) as the method of regolith transport to
supply depleted regolith in a molten electrolysis setup.
This allows for delivery directly into a melt pool at
temperatures over 1500C.
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Discussion
Minerals are complex chemical compounds. When regolith composition is discussed, it is generally broken down into a shorthand of representative oxides
that don’t match the true mineral chemistry. In molten form under electrolysis mineral chemistry is further complicated through dynamic chemical changes.
Intermediate alloys may form such as eutectic silicon aluminum, ferrosilicon, mongrel ceramic/metal alloys, and others. The presence of certain materials
such as single digit % of iron drastically changes the required voltage for electrolysis throughout the melt pool.

During testing it was found that joule heating is necessary to kick-start the electrolysis process, even in a melt pool at temperatures over 1200C. It was also
found that oxygen bubble dynamics are non-trivial as gas can slow or stop the electrolysis process. These facts have two implications for future MRE use in
space: 1) significant testing remains necessary to establish appropriate process parameters, both on Earth and on the Lunar surface, and 2) in a full-scale
reactor, the process will require sustained observation and parameter adjustment of at least voltage and heating power, and potentially electrode gap width
and reactor pressure.

Results from two representative tests are shown. In the

first test, the voltage was altered for preliminary

investigation while monitoring the current and gas flow

out of the system. At higher voltages (>60 volts) Joule

heating was observed and electrolysis started. This

explains the lag between applied voltage and current.

Test 2 was carried out over a similar time period but

started at a higher voltage and slowly increased. A

similar level of current and O2 production was seen

with a similar lagging amperage.

Top right shows horizontally and vertically oriented

electrodes. Vertical had greater O2 production but also

may be blocked when bubbles form.

Bottom right shows the extreme difference between

melt pools formed in air (top) and vacuum (bottom).

Vacuum formed samples grow multiple times in height

due to viscous bubble formation.


